one's affects for adaptive purposes at both deliberate reflective and implicit unreflective levels (Solbakken et al., 2011a) . This capacity is thought to protect against the development of psychopathology by ensuring appropriate and affectively informed responses to the ever-changing conditions surrounding the individual in the world (Monsen et al., 1996; Monsen & Monsen, 1999; Stolorow et al., 1995; Solbakken, 2011; Tomkins 2008a Tomkins , 2008b .
So defined, the construct domain covered by the affect integration concept reflects: 1) the capacity for accessing and utilizing the adaptive properties of affects for personal adjustment-what might be termed emotion utilization (Izard, Stark, Trentacosta, & Schultz, 2008; Solbakken et al., 2011a) -and 2) the more general capability of tolerating and regulating affective activation-commonly denoted as emotion regulation (Gross, 2007; Solbakken et al., 2012) .
Numerous related and partially overlapping concepts exist in the literature, such as 1/32 alexithymia (Bagby, Parker, & Taylor, 1994; Lesser, 1981) , levels of emotional awareness (Lane, Quinlan, Schwartz, Walker, & Zeitlin, 1990) , mentalized affectivity (Fonagy, Gergely, Jurist, & Target, 2002; Jurist, 2005) , emotion regulation (Gross, 2007) , and emotional intelligence ( Salovey & Mayer, 1990) . However, common to all of these is that to a very limited degree they place emphasis on the importance of differentiating between various emotions or affect states in assessment. Thus, what first and foremost sets the present conceptualization of affect integration apart from these theoretical counterparts is its operationalization into a scoring system comprising a large number of discrete affect categories (Choi-Kain & Gunderson, 2008; Solbakken et al., 2012) . We believe that such differentiation is essential if we are to understand the differential signal and motivational impacts of discrete affect states and if we are to fully comprehend how the capacity to deal effectively with emotions influences psychological functioning and mental health (Tomkins, 2008a (Tomkins, , 2008b Izard, 2007;  2009; Damasio, 1999; 2004; LeDoux, 1996; Solbakken et al., 2011a; Solbakken et al., 2012) .
Affect integration has been commonly operationalized through the Affect
Consciousness construct and assessed by use of the semi-structured Affect Consciousness Interview (Monsen, Monsen, Hansen, & Solbakken, 2008) . Numerous studies have indicated the usefulness of this conceptualization at both clinical and theoretical levels (e.g., Monsen, Ødegård, & Melgård, 1989; Monsen et al., 1996; Monsen & Monsen, 1999; McCullough Vaillant, 1997; Falkenström, Solbakken, Möller, Lech, Sandell, & Holmqvist, 2014; Gude, Monsen, & Hoffart, 2001; Normann-Eide, Johansen, NormannEide, Egeland, & Wilberg, 2013; Waller & Scheidt, 2004; Holmqvist, 2008; Lech, Andersson, & Holmqvist, 2008; Choi-Kain & Gunderson, 2008; Solbakken et al., 2011b; Solbakken et al., 2012; Taarvig, Solbakken, Grova, & Monsen, 2014) .
The Affect Consciousness Interview (ACI) operationalizes affect integration as the individual's capacity to consciously perceive, tolerate, reflect upon, and express the experiences of basic affective activation. Observer-based assessments are made of the respondents' capacity for awareness, tolerance, emotional (i.e., nonverbal) expression, and conceptual (i.e., verbal) expression of a number of discrete affect categories (Monsen, Melgård, & Ødegård, 1986; Monsen, et al., 1996; Monsen et al., 2008) . Most commonly, studies have used a version of the interview with nine affect categories represented, including 1. Interest/Excitement, 2. Enjoyment/Joy, 3.
Fear/Panic, 4. Anger/Rage, 5. Shame/Humiliation, 6. Sadness/Despair, 7.
Envy/Jealousy, 8. Guilt/Remorse, and 9. Tenderness/Care. These affect states are thought of as basic, biologically founded response categories that can vary in intensity and duration. Through experience and development, the way they are experienced and expressed becomes organized in highly individualized patterns or scripts (Izard & Ackerman, 2000; Panksepp, 1998; Tomkins, 1995 Tomkins, , 2008a Tomkins, , 2008b Solbakken et al., 2011a ).
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The main problem with the ACI is that it is time-consuming (commonly two hours of interviewing and usually twice that for scoring). Also, a fair amount of training is required for those who want to master it (usually 30 to 40 hours including lectures and supervision on ratings). Thus, the potential proliferation of the method and construct is reduced due to capacity issues in terms of training and time issues in the clinical and research setting.
It has therefore been an important priority to develop a method for assessing affect integration that is more easily accessible and less arduous to use than the ACI.
Consequently, the Affect Integration Inventory (AII) was developed (Solbakken & Monsen, 2013) . The AII is a medium-length (112 items) self-rated assessment instrument that endeavors to measure capacities for experience and expression of the nine affect states most commonly assessed with the ACI in previous studies.
The present article constitutes the first empirical validation of this new measure.
Hopefully it will lay the grounds for many new studies and make the empirical examination of affect integration more accessible for interested researchers across the world.
Aims of the study
The present study tests the usefulness of a new assessment instrument-the Affect Integration Inventory (AII)-in measuring capacity for affect integration. We examine the reliability and validity of the AII in a sample of 157 non-clinical respondents. The study includes estimates of internal consistency reliability, examination of internal structure by factor analyses, and investigation of convergent and discriminant validity in terms of its relationships to a number of theoretically central external criteria. We also test the usefulness of systematically differentiating among discrete affect states by examining the presence of theoretically expectable and empirically specific patterns of relationships between the capacity for integration of separate affects and specific types of interpersonal problems. Thus, the present study constitutes a relatively comprehensive first validation of the AII.
Research hypotheses -internal domain study
In examining the structural properties of scores from the AII we first investigate internal consistency reliability across the various AII scores. We then examine whether scores from the AII have a theoretically feasible factorial structure. We do this by two separate sets of analyses. First, we explore the factor structure of experience and expression scores across all affects to examine if differentiation of discrete affects in the AII is empirically supported. Second, we test whether discrete affect scores are organized according to the underlying dimensions that are currently held as constituting the most representative account of similarities and differences in emotional experience. Fontaine, Scherer, Roesch, and Ellsworth (2007) have convincingly shown that the dimensions of valence-pleasantness, potency-control, and activation-arousal are the three most important for adequately representing commonalities and differences across various emotions and affective states. If scores from the AII were organized 3/32 accordingly, they would constitute further evidence for the validity of affect scores derived from the instrument.
Research hypotheses -associations with external factors
To test the convergent and discriminant validity of scores from the AII, we examine correlations with a number of relevant external criteria. As a test of criterion-related convergent and discriminant validity, we explore the associations between AII scores and measures of the partly overlapping concepts of emotion regulation and alexithymia. We then explore associations with a number of central external criteria expected to be associated with AII scores as operationalized by well-established measures of psychological symptoms, social role dysfunction, and relational dysfunction / interpersonal problems.
Based on theoretical inference and previous studies, we can generate specific hypotheses about the nature of these relationships. These hypotheses can then be put to the test in order to inform us about the convergent and discriminant validity of scores from the AII.
Affect integration and emotion regulation -We expect robust but differentiated associations between AII scores and scores of emotion regulation. More specifically, we postulate that AII scores in general will be less strongly correlated with the emotionregulating process of reappraisal than with the process of expression suppression (Gross, 2007) . This tendency stems from the fact that reappraisal does have some elements in its operationalization that indicate a subtle but unmistakable tendency for willfully suppressing the activation of emotion by rethinking and reinterpreting the situation that elicited it. Because this capacity is associated with being able to handle emotion effectively, we do expect a positive association with affect integration.
However, this association is probably weak to moderate since one hallmark of good affect integration is the fundamental acceptance of emotional activation and capacity for reflection upon its meaning rather than suppressing it through effortful control.
In contrast, we expect strong negative associations between affect integration and expression suppression since the content domain of this variable significantly overlaps with limitations in the capacity for expression as operationalized in the AII. It is also indicative of a general reluctance to accept and acknowledge the impact of emotion upon the self, which is central to the operationalization of capacity for experiencing affect in the AII. On the subscale level, we expect affect experiencing to be more strongly related to reappraisal than affect expression. Meanwhile, the converse is expected for the emotion-regulating strategy of expression suppression (i.e., affect expression is expected to be more strongly related to expression suppression than affect experiencing).
Affect integration and alexithymia -We expect negative and generally strong associations between AII scores on all levels and alexithymia. Conceptually, these two constructs overlap substantially in terms of their content domain. On the subscale 4/32 level, we expect a differentiated pattern of correlations between AII scores and the three alexithymia subscales: difficulty identifying feelings (DIF); difficulty describing feelings (DDF); and externally-oriented thinking (EOT). The content domain of EOT has little direct conceptual overlap with affect integration as operationalized in the AII.
We therefore expect only weak or moderate associations between this subscale and AII scores. (Some association is to be expected since this variable has been shown to be related to the other facets of alexithymia.) For DIF, we expect strong negative correlations with AII scores on all levels. Since DIF operationalizes difficulties in awareness of emotion, we expect stronger associations between the AII subscale of affect experiencing and DIF than between the affect expression subscale and DIF.
Conversely, we expect DDF to be more strongly related to affect expression than to affect experiencing, since DDF primarily taps into the capacity for verbal expressions of emotion.
Affect integration and psychological distress, psychiatric symptoms, relational, and social role (i.e., work-related) dysfunction -We expect strong negative associations between AII scores on all levels and overall levels of psychological distress (mean score on the OQ-45.2). On the subscale level, we expect affect experiencing to be more strongly related to the OQ-45.2 scales than affect expression. This is because an adaptive capacity for experiencing affects is, theoretically, a prerequisite for healthy psychological functioning, while capacity for expressing affect, even though also expected to be substantially associated with the OQ-45.2 subscales, is presumably somewhat less essential as long as the capacity for affect experiencing is adequate. Finally, we hypothesize that social role or work-related dysfunction is less strongly associated with affect integration than the other OQ-45.2-scores, since problems with one's working arrangements may be influenced by a number of factors beyond those associated with one's coping with emotional reactions (especially in a normal sample as the one studied here).
Affect integration and interpersonal problems -We expect strong negative associations between AII scores on all levels and interpersonal problems in general. In addition, as a further test of convergent and discriminant validity, we also postulate systematic variation in the patterns of relationships between the integration of discrete affects on the AII and specific types of interpersonal problems (Solbakken et al., 2011b) . Accordingly, based on the theoretically-derived motivational properties of different affects, we can make precise hypotheses about which interpersonal problem types are strongly linked to a low capacity for any given affect and which interpersonal problem types are not. Since the eight subscales of the IIP-64 are organized in a circular order constituting an interpersonal circumplex (Horowitz, Alden, Wiggins, & Pincus, 2000) , this measure is particularly well suited for testing hypotheses about the convergent and discriminant validity of scores from the AII. The circular order of scales in the IIP-64 allows us to predict specific associations between discrete affect scores and interpersonal problem types by way of distinct sinusoidal patterns of associations, with the eight IIP octant scales peaking in separate and theoretically expected octants 5/32 (Solbakken et al., 2012) . Accordingly, we expect the following: For the remaining two affects (sadness/despair and guilt/remorse), no specific hypotheses were generated. This is because theoretically speaking, problems with both sadness/despair and guilt/remorse are not clearly indicative of any specific interpersonal problem type. Rather, poor integration of both affects may potentially be strongly associated with a variety of interpersonal problems. We do, however, expect problems with both affects to be more strongly associated with problems on the left side of the interpersonal circumplex, since both are presumably central to establishing and maintaining close attachments to others.
Method Participants and procedures
A questionnaire including a number of psychological measures was anonymously completed by 157 respondents. Forms were completed by use of paper and pencil either at lectures or in the respondents' own homes. Forms were either collected at the end of the lectures or sent in by mail in a pre-stamped envelope. Completing the form commonly took about 45 minutes. In total, there were three cases that hadn't completed the alexithymia measure; all other measures were completed for all 157 participants. The three cases with missing data were dropped from the analyses of alexithymia. Females constituted 70.7% of the sample and males 28.8%. Mean age was 27 years (range: 16-90). Respondents had an average of 14.4 years of education 7/32 including primary school, secondary school, high school, and college/university level.
The majority of respondents were students.
Assessment Instruments
The Affect Integration Inventory (AII) -The AII is a freshly developed self-report instrument for efficient and effective assessment of affect integration. It was developed on the basis of a large number of relevant statements about awareness, tolerance, and expressions of discrete emotions, which were selected and categorized from a total of 403 clinical affect consciousness interviews. In total, 720 statements were extracted corresponding to 20 statements for each of the integrating aspects across affects in the ACI respectively. These statements were then systematized and summarized through conceptual analysis before a condensed list was derived that represented common themes from the initial list. Ultimately, a set of 112 items was derived and formulated.
These items represented a summary of the most typical ways of experiencing and expressing the nine affects as described by the respondents in their interviews. The items, as they were then formulated, were thought to constitute the most relevant, precise, and recognizable representation of common descriptions associated with the integration of the various affects in the ACI.
The first version of the instrument was then tested in a small sample of psychology students. Based on the responses in this sample, along with qualitative feedback on the quality of separate items in terms of their perceived face validity among respondents, a total of 13 items were reformulated or replaced due to significant variation in the way the original items were interpreted and responded to. The 13 new items were in turn tested in a new student sample and deemed acceptable. Thus, after this revision, the AAI could be articulated in its current version. All items in the final version were classified as easily understood by the test sample.
The AII then is a 112-item instrument that assesses the integration of nine discrete affect states: 1. Interest/Excitement; 2. Enjoyment/Joy; 3. Fear/Panic; 4. Anger/Rage; 5.
Shame/Humiliation; 6. Sadness/Despair; 7. Jealousy/Possessiveness; 8.
Guilt/Remorse; and 9. Tenderness/Care. Across these affects or emotions, items are chosen to tap the capacity for adaptive experience and adaptive expression. In total, 82 items are indicators of capacity for experience, while 30 items are indicators of capacity for expression. The discrepancy in the number of items in the two domains was due to the greater variation in typical statements pertaining to experience as compared to statements about expression. Each item is rated on a 10-point Likert scale ranging from doesn't fit at all (0) to fits perfectly (9), mirroring the scale used for rating the ACI.
Items are phrased to tap into how the respondent usually experiences or expresses each affect. High scores reflect higher levels of affect integration.
The AII yields scores on three different levels:
1. Overall score across all items (global affect integration)
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2. Mean score on capacity for experience across affects (affect experience) and mean score on capacity for expression across affects (affect expression) 3. Mean score for the integration of each discrete affect (e.g., integration of tenderness/care, anger/rage, enjoyment/joy, etc.)
Example items for capacity for experience include: "When I am sad it is usually about important things in my life"; "I often don't notice that I am anxious before the feeling is very strong" (reverse coded); and "I feel guilty about far too many things" (reverse coded). Example items for capacity for expression include "It is ok for me to show others that I am angry"; "I usually pretend not to be jealous even if I feel it intensely" (reverse coded); and "I usually tell others about it when I feel happy."
The Emotion Regulation Questionnaire (ERQ -Gross & John, 2003) -The ERQ is a 10-item, self-report measure of habitual expressive suppression (four items) and reappraisal (six items) in relation to emotions (Gross & John, 2003) . The ERQ uses a seven-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).
Example questions include: "I control my emotions by changing the way I think about the situation I'm in" (reappraisal) and "I control my emotions by not expressing them" (expressive suppression). The ERQ has been shown to have good psychometric properties. Expressive suppression has been consistently linked to increased depression, anxiety, symptoms of stress, and poorer well-being, while reappraisal has been shown to correlate with greater positive emotion and less negative emotion, better interpersonal functioning, better social adjustment, and positive well-being (Gross & John, 2003; Spaapen, Waters, Brummer, Stopa, & Bucks, 2014 ). Cronbach's alpha in the study sample was .75 for reappraisal and .78 for expressive suppression.
The Toronto Alexithymia Scale 20 (TAS -20 -Bagby et al., 1994) -The TAS-20 is a widely studied self-report scale composed of 20 items (Bagby et al., 1994) . Each item is rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). Five items are reverse scored. There are three subscales scores and a total score derived from the instrument. The first subscale consists of seven items assessing the ability to identify feelings and to distinguish them from the somatic sensations that accompany emotional arousal (DIF). Example items include: "I am often confused about what emotion I am feeling" and "I have feelings that I can't quite identify." The second subscale consists of five items assessing the ability to describe feelings to other people (DDF). Example items include: "I am able to describe my feelings easily" and "It is difficult for me to reveal my innermost feelings, even to close friends." The third subscale consists of eight items assessing externally oriented thinking (EOT). Example items include: "I prefer to analyze problems rather than just describe them" and "Looking for hidden meanings in movies or plays distracts from their enjoyment." In the study sample, Cronbach's alpha for the total score of the TAS-20 was .84, for DIF it was .84, for DDF it was .72, and for EOT it was .67.
The Outcome Questionnaire 45.2 (OQ-45.2 -Lambert, Morton J., Hatfield D.,
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Harmon C., Hamilton S., et al, 2004) -The OQ-45 is a 45-item self-report instrument that measures psychological distress overall and in three separate subdomains. It is rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging from 0 (never) to 4 (almost always). Higher scores are indicative of greater levels of psychological distress. The OQ-45 is currently perhaps the most commonly used indicator of psychological distress, symptoms, and dysfunction in psychotherapy research. The sum of all items gives a total distress score (TD). There are three subscales: symptom distress (SD), which covers mainly depression, anxiety, and psychosomatic complaints (25 items); interpersonal relations (IR), which measures distress in both intimate and more peripheral relationships (11 items); and social role functioning (SR), which measures problems in everyday functioning in areas such as work, school, and home (9 items) (Lambert et al., 2004 ).
Cronbach's alpha for the TD score was .95, for SD it was .93, for IR it was .79, and finally for SR it was .81.
The Inventory of Interpersonal Problems 64 (IIP -64 -Horowitz et al., 2000) -
Interpersonal problems were assessed with the 64-item IIP circumplex version (Horowitz et al., 2000) . The IIP-64 consists of two types of items. The first 39 begin with the phrase: "It is hard for me to…." The remaining 25 represent "things that you do too much." Each item is rated on a five-point Likert scale ranging from not at all (0) to very much (4). The general factor of the IIP-64 has been consistently linked to symptom severity and negative affectivity (Tracey, Rounds, & Gurtman, 1996) . The second 
Statistical analyses
Descriptive statistics were computed. Internal consistency reliability was assessed by Cronbach's alpha for each of the scales derived from the AII. Overall factor structure was assessed via principal axis factor analyses of experience and expression scores (mean score on experience and expression items for each affect respectively) across affects. Nine factors were requested based on the conceptual structure of the AII (assessing nine discrete affects). The solution was then promax-rotated (oblique rotation) because factors derived from the AII are expected to be substantially 10/32 correlated. Due to the many parameters to be estimated (nine factors and 36 factor correlations), the factor analysis was done using a traditional factor analytic procedure rather than with structural equation modeling. That is because the latter approach demands a substantially larger sample size than was available in this case.
To further test whether discrete AII affect scores were organized according to the underlying dimensions currently held to best account for similarities and differences among emotions, we conducted a principal component analysis of ipsative affect scores (the discrete affect score after subtraction of the grand mean across affects).
This procedure removes common variance related to the general factor of the instrument and maximizes variation across scores. The dimensions extracted from the analysis were plotted against each other, creating an orthogonal space in which discrete affects may be represented by their respective coordinates. The placement of AII scores was compared to the placement of emotions in Fontaine et al.'s (2007) definitive study. Associations with external criteria were assessed by Pearson's product-moment correlation analyses. Z-tests were conducted to assess the statistical significance of differences in correlation magnitudes to demonstrate convergent and discriminant validity.
Results
Descriptive statistics for the AII, along with internal consistency reliability for the various subscales, are reported in Table 1 . Cronbach's alpha values were generally very high, indicating good to excellent internal consistency for all derived scores. The exception was integration of shame/humiliation, for which internal consistency reliability was somewhat weaker than desired. 
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Internal structure
The principal axis factor analyses of experience and expression scores across affects yielded nine factors that were readily interpretable. Factors corresponded to the nine affects assessed in the AII. Both parallel analysis and scree plot inspection supported the feasibility of the nine-factor solution. Before rotation, the solution accounted for a total of 83.78% of the variation in the data. The pattern matrix after promax-rotation, along with factor correlations, is presented in Table 2 . As can be seen, a highly 
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In the principal component analysis of discrete affect scores, the expected threedimensional solution was deemed feasible both on the basis of parallel analysis and scree plot inspection. The solution accounted for 49.8% of the total variance. The first dimension accounted for 22.2% of the variance, the second for 14.5%, and the third for 13.1%. Respective factor loadings for each affect score are presented in Table 3 . The rank orders of component scores for discrete affects on the three dimensions were generally in accordance with corresponding emotion terms and dimensions in Fontaine et al.'s data (2007) but with some deviations, particularly on the third dimension. 14/32 Specifically, when inspecting the valence × potency plot, we note that joy, interest, and tenderness are located in accordance with the expectations derived from Fontaine et al.'s data. So are shame, guilt, and fear. Sadness is placed close to expectation, but with slightly higher valence. Both anger and jealousy are, in accordance with expectations, placed as unpleasant, high-potency affects, but anger was associated with somewhat lower levels and jealousy with somewhat higher levels of potency than anticipated. Inspecting the valence × activation plot, a similar pattern appears. Again, joy, interest, and tenderness are located as expected. So are sadness, fear, anger, and jealousy. Shame and guilt are located as expected on the valence dimension.
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However, unlike the results obtained by Fontaine et al., shame and guilt were separated in our data as relatively low and high in arousal, respectively.
Associations with external factors: relationships with emotion regulation, alexithymia, psychological distress, and global interpersonal problems
Correlations between affect integration scores and measures of emotion regulation, alexithymia, psychological distress, and global interpersonal problems are presented in 15/32 Table 4 . As can be seen, findings are generally in accordance with the hypotheses we proposed for demonstrating convergent and discriminant validity of scores from the AII. Regarding emotion regulation, we expected that AII scores in general would be less strongly correlated with the emotion-regulating process of reappraisal than with the process of expression suppression. We expected moderate positive associations with reappraisal and strong negative associations with expression suppression. Finally, we expected capacity for affect experience to be more strongly related to reappraisal than capacity for affect expression, and we anticipated the opposite to be true for expression suppression. This was the pattern we found. In all cases, tests for the significance of differences in correlation magnitude were conducted. Global affect integration was more strongly correlated with expression suppression (r = -.62) than with reappraisal (r = .27) (Steiger's z = 3.82, p < .01). When comparing capacity for affect experience and capacity for affect expression and their associations with the emotion regulation strategies of reappraisal and expression suppression respectively, we found that capacity for affect experience was more strongly correlated with reappraisal (r = .29) than was capacity for affect expression (r = .17) (z = 1.99, p < .05), while capacity for affect expression was more strongly correlated with expression suppression (r = .70) than was capacity for affect experience (r = .52) (z = -9.27, p < .01).
In general, we expected strong negative associations between AII scores and alexithymia. On the subscale level, we expected a differentiated pattern of correlations, with weaker associations between AII scores and externally oriented thinking (EOT) than with the other alexithymia scales. For difficulty identifying feelings (DIF), we expected stronger associations with capacity for affect experience than with capacity for affect expression. Conversely, we expected difficulty describing feelings (DDF) to 16/32 be more strongly related to capacity for affect expression. Again the findings predominantly supported our hypotheses. EOT was less strongly associated with global affect integration (r = .23) than DIF (r = .65) (z = 5.57, p < .01) and DDF (r = .68) (z = 5.01, p < .01). DIF was more strongly related to capacity for affect experience (r = .66) than to capacity for affect expression (r = .48) (z = -3.76, p < .01).
Finally, DDF was more strongly related to capacity for expression (r = .68) than to capacity for experience (r = .61) in terms of absolute correlation magnitude. However, this difference did not reach statistical significance (z = 1.63, p > .05).
We expected strong negative associations between AII scores on all levels and psychological distress as measured by the OQ-45.2. On the subscale level, we expected capacity for affect experience to be more strongly related to the OQ-45.2 scores than capacity for affect expression. Here too our hypotheses were supported.
We found predominantly strong negative associations with all OQ scales. Also, as we expected, capacity for affect experience was more strongly related to total psychological distress (z = 5.65, p < .01), symptom distress (z = 5.24, p < .01), interpersonal distress (z = 3.61, p < .01), and social dysfunction (z = 4.52, p < .01) than was capacity for affect expression. (See Table 4 for respective r values.)
Finally, for overall levels of interpersonal problems as measured by the IIP-64, we expected and obtained strong negative associations with AII scores on all levels.
Correlations between the integration of specific affects and these external criteria variables were generally in line with those found for overall affect integration, with one exception: integration of jealousy was generally only weakly or moderately related to the external criteria. The other specific affect scores were moderately or strongly related to interpersonal problems, psychological distress, alexithymia, and the emotion regulation strategy of expression suppression. Relationships between specific affect scores and the emotion regulation strategy of reappraisal and externally-oriented thinking, as measured by the TAS-20, were, as is to be expected, modest or nonsignificant.
Associations with external factors: patterns of associations between integration of discrete affects and specific interpersonal problems
As a further test of the convergent and discriminant validity of AII scores, we postulated distinct sinusoidal patterns of associations between the integration of discrete affects and specific types of interpersonal problems peaking in separate and theoretically As can be seen, results were generally consistent with our predictions. Integration of anger, tenderness, and jealousy all had sinusoidal or near-sinusoidal patterns of correlations, with the various interpersonal problem types having their peaks and low points in separate and expected octants. Anger peaked in the non-assertive octant (i.e., problems with anger integration were most strongly associated with nonassertiveness), tenderness peaked in the cold octant (i.e., problems with tenderness were most strongly associated with coldness and detachment), and jealousy peaked in the vindictive octant (i.e., problems with jealousy were most strongly associated with interpersonal vindictiveness). Also in line with our predictions, integration of shame and interest both had sinusoidal correlation patterns peaking in the expected sociallyinhibited octant and low points in the oppositely located intrusive octant. Integration of joy and fear showed near sinusoidal patterns of correlations, having low points in the expected intrusive octant. Both, however, had their peak correlations slightly rotated clockwise in interpersonal space, so that they peaked in the neighboring cold octant rather than the expected socially-inhibited octant. In both cases, however, the differences in correlation magnitude with the cold and socially-inhibited octants respectively were close to zero (.01 for joy and .02 for fear). For both of these affects, correlations were somewhat stronger with the overly nurturant octant than expected.
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Finally, for the two affects for which no specific predictions were made (i.e., sadness and guilt), near sinusoidal patterns of associations were in fact detected. Both peaked
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in the cold octant and had their lowest association with the intrusive octant. For all nine affects, there was a statistically significant difference in correlation magnitude for the peak and the low point in the correlation pattern (p < .05).
Discussion
The present study tested a new self-report instrument for assessing capacity for affect integration: the Affect Integration Inventory (AII). Reliability and validity of the AII was examined in data from 157 non-clinical respondents through estimates of internal consistency reliability, examination of internal structure by principal component analyses, and tests of convergent and discriminant relationships to a number of external criteria measures. We also tested the usefulness of systematic differentiation of a substantial number of discrete affects by examining distinct patterns of theoretically-expectable relationships between the capacity for integration of separate affects and specific types of interpersonal problems. 
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Reliability
Internal consistency reliability was generally high for scores derived from the AII, indicating that the selection of items constituting the subscales within the study domain is reasonably sound. There was, however, one exception: integration of shame had a Cronbach's alpha of .57. This is somewhat lower than the .60 ordinarily deemed adequate. Upon examination of inter-item relations within the integration of shame scale, we found that two items contributed substantially to reduced reliability. The removal of any one of these two yielded an alpha for the remaining set greater than .60. Both items concerned the capacity to use shame as a source of useful information about one's own behavior and appeared to have been responded to in a somewhat unexpected way. Essentially, respondents reporting low scores on other shame items more often than expected delivered relatively high scores on these two items.
When we computed Cronbach's alpha for the remaining 10 items it was .70.
Cronbach's alpha for the two items contributing to the low reliability, when entered separately, was .75. Thus, it appears that the two items unexpectedly constituted a separate facet in the scale. It may therefore be reasonable to revise these items in future studies of the AII. An implication for the present study is that our findings on the integration of shame must be interpreted with some caution. Fortunately, however,
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since there appear to be two facets within the shame scale, its reliability is probably underestimated by the alpha value. A more realistic estimate would be constituted by computing the mean alpha across the two facets, as would be done when computing the overall reliability of a multidimensional composite. Thus, we do believe that reasonably reliable and meaningful conclusions can be drawn from our analyses of the integration of shame despite its somewhat weak alpha value. To test whether excluding the two low-reliability items would impact results, we computed an integration of shame score based on the remaining 10 items and examined its associations with the various external criteria variables. This had little impact on the results beyond making the pattern of associations with interpersonal problem domains even more distinctly sinusoidal and yielding somewhat stronger associations overall.
Internal structure
The factor analysis of experience and expression scores across affects indicated that AII ratings reflect their conceptual basis quite well. Ratings generally appear to be represented by expected factors, each reflecting a discrete affect category. The obtained factor structure is consistent with the central conceptual assumption of the affect integration construct, namely that different affects have different motivational and signal properties and therefore should be differentiated in assessment. This finding is in line with the discrete affect approaches, such as those advocated by Tomkins (2008a Tomkins ( , 2008b , Izard (2007; 2009), and Panksepp (2007) . It also carries with it the general implication that the measurement of affect-related capacities needs to take a more differentiated perspective than what is at this time typical.
Only two variables had loadings that deviated from the expected structure. Those deviations indicate that the Integration of Fear and Interest factors are less distinctly represented in the data than the other factors are. For both of them, the respective expression variables received stronger loadings from one other factor than from the theoretically-expected one. In both cases, the cross-loading came from a conceptually similar or related affect factor (expression of interest from joy and expression of fear from sadness) and thus was not entirely unexpected. Future studies in larger samples will be needed to determine whether this is a finding that will reproduce itself across studies and populations or if it is a random occurrence of the present sample. Overall, we do believe that the obtained factor structure is remarkably good, given the complexity of the data and the sheer number of affects to be differentiated in the analyses.
Turning to the principal component analysis of discrete affect scores, the match between affects in the AII and the various related emotion categories from Fontaine et al. (2007) was, in our opinion, quite notable. Since AII data are conceptually very different from the data obtained by Fontaine et al., we believe important further support is constituted not only for the soundness of the AII in terms of its internal structure but also as a direct source of evidence for the conclusions drawn by Fontaine and colleagues. The fact that the dimensions derived from AII data correspond well to 21/32 those of Fontaine et al. indicates that this structure goes beyond the mere description of emotions and affective states on the semantic or lingual level (which was what Fontaine et al. ultimately tested with their study) in that it also applies to the domain of how people experience and deal with different emotions.
Looking at specific deviations from the expected structure, there appears to be only one substantial difference in terms of localization of AII affect scores: the localization of guilt and shame on the activation/arousal dimension. While being highly similar in terms of arousal in Fontaine et al.'s study, these two are separated as high and low on arousal respectively in our data. From both a theoretical and empirical point of view, we believe that our finding makes good sense: shame is traditionally conceptualized as a response associated with the shutting down of ongoing activity (Tomkins, 2008a (Tomkins, , 2008b ) and has been found to be associated with a reduction in arousal as indexed by lowered heart rate (Ekman, Levenson, & Friesen, 1983) . Guilt on the other hand has been shown to include high sympathetic autonomous nervous system activity as manifested through elevated heart rates and skin conductance (Ekman et al., 1983) .
Thus, our finding of guilt and shame as respectively high and low on activation/arousal appears to map better to the existing literature than that of Fontaine et al.
In sum, it appears that the internal structure of affect scores from the AII is sound in terms of its higher-order factor organization. However, our findings are not sufficient for demonstrating sound structure on the single item level. Future studies therefore should include sufficiently large samples for first-order factor structure (i.e., on the single item level) of the AII to be examined.
Associations with emotion regulation, alexithymia, and psychological distress
Overall, the predicted relationships postulated to demonstrate convergent and discriminant validity of AII scores were supported by our data. It appears that affect integration, as assessed by the AII, is closely linked to other concepts measuring affective functioning such as alexithymia and emotion regulation. It also appears that the validity of distinguishing between capacity for experience and capacity for expression is supported by theoretically consistent patterns of convergent and discriminant associations with the experiential and expressive subdomains of these concepts. Also, as was expected, it appears that affect integration is more closely linked to those subdomains of alexithymia and emotion regulation that specifically include indicators of capacity for differentiating, accepting, describing, and clearly expressing emotions than it is to the two subdomains of 1) externally-oriented thinking and 2) reduction in the impact of emotions by reappraising affect-eliciting situations primarily in a positive manner. We believe that these findings give credence not only to the validity of the AII but also to the conceptualizations of the ERQ and the TAS-20. As far as we know, no previous study has demonstrated with such clarity the convergent and discriminant validity of subdomains for these measures.
Looking at separate affects from the AII and their relationships to the emotion regulation strategy of reappraisal and the alexithymia subdomain of externally-oriented
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thinking, we see that there are some discrete affect scores that are related to these variables, while others are not. This tendency may indicate that these facets of emotion regulation and alexithymia are, in fact, specifically related to the capacity for experiencing and expressing only some affects or types of affect. This would be an interesting area for future research that could shed light on the potentially complex interrelationships between capacity for effective handling of discrete affects and more general strategies of emotion regulation or styles of psychological functioning (e.g., reappraisal and "mechanical" or externally-oriented thinking).
As we expected, there were strong associations between affect integration on all levels and psychological distress. Our results indicate that capacity for dealing effectively with emotion can explain a substantial proportion of the variation in psychological symptoms, interpersonal distress, and social role dysfunction. Furthermore, in line with theoretically derived expectations, our data confirm that reporting high levels of psychological distress probably depends more on inadequate capacity for experiencing affects than on inadequate capacity for expressing them. Results are consistent with those found in previous studies examining the relationship between symptomatic distress and affect integration through the use of the ACI (e.g., Solbakken et al., 2011b) . However, the magnitudes of association are somewhat higher, possibly due to the use of self-report in both measurement domains in the current study.
Associations with general and specific interpersonal problems
Our data support the notion that capacity for experiencing and expressing affects is of central importance for relational functioning. AII scores on all levels were strongly associated with the overall level of interpersonal problems reported by the respondents. As much as 49% of the variation in interpersonal problems at the overall level was explained by global affect integration. Again, results are in line with previous research on affect integration and interpersonal functioning that used the ACI but with somewhat stronger associations than previously reported.
Looking at the relationships between the integration of specific affects and the various types of interpersonal problems operationalized by the IIP-64, there is remarkable overlap between hypothesized and obtained correlation patterns. Integration of anger, tenderness, jealousy, interest, and shame all had the expected patterns of associations. Integration of joy and fear had correlation patterns that were slightly rotated in the interpersonal space compared to our expectations. The deviation from our hypotheses was, however, very small in terms of absolute numbers.
For the integration of tenderness and anger, the current findings replicate previous studies using the ACI (Normann-Eide et al., 2013; Solbakken et al., 2011b) . For the other discrete affects, the demonstration of such differentiated patterns of theoretically predictable associations with different types of interpersonal problems is, as far as we are aware, a first in the literature. Interestingly, distinct correlation patterns also were found for the integration of sadness and guilt. Both had near-sinusoidal patterns of
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associations peaking in the cold octant (i.e., problems with the integration of these two affects were most strongly associated with interpersonal coldness and detachment).
We felt we did not have clear grounds for making hypotheses about how these affects would relate to various interpersonal problems. However, with the guidance of 20/20 hindsight, we do believe that this finding makes good conceptual sense. Sadness is an affect associated with dealing with interpersonal loss and communicating a need for connection and comfort, while guilt usually is associated with a need for reparation for the damage one has caused to others and one's bond to them. Thus, it makes sense that problems with these two affects are especially pertinent to interpersonal difficulties associated with bonding and disrupted attachment to others.
Overall, we believe that our findings offer strong support for the convergent and discriminant validity of discrete affect scores from the AII. More specifically, convergent validity was demonstrated by correlation patterns commonly peaking on predicted and separate octant scales of the IIP-64. Discriminant validity was shown by low associations with octants located oppositely to the expected peaks and by the demonstration of sinusoidal or near-sinusoidal rank order of correlations.
In addition to offering highly promising data on the construct validity of scores from the AII, these findings offer further support for the notion of a differentiated affect system and for the utility of differentiation between affects in assessment (Solbakken et al., 2011b) . We believe that the differentiated correlation patterns between the integration of various affects and interpersonal functioning indicate that the motivational and signal properties of these affects are distinctly associated with different interpersonal behaviors. We also believe that problems with these affects systematically give rise to different interpersonal problems.
The case of jealousy
Results obtained for the integration of jealousy merit some specific discussion.
Capacity for experiencing and expressing jealousy was significantly related to the expected external criteria variables. However, the magnitudes of those correlations were generally weaker than for the other discrete affects. Correlations could largely be classified as small, with some of medium size. Interestingly, this mirrors previous findings on jealousy using the ACI. Solbakken et al. (2011b) found only small correlations between the integration of envy/jealousy and psychiatric symptoms, personality dysfunction, general psychological functioning, and overall levels of interpersonal problems.
A conceivable explanation pointed to by Solbakken and associates ( 2011b) is a possible tendency to deny the impact of jealousy more than what is common for other unpleasant affects, especially among better functioning individuals. The present findings using self-report seem to support their conjecture that jealousy may be a more socially unacceptable and thus more conflicted emotion even among better functioning individuals than the other unpleasant emotions.
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Limitations and recommendations for future research
The present study represents a relatively comprehensive first validation of the AII. Still, there are some limitations that should be noted, as well as some recommendations for future studies in the field.
One important limitation is the fact that we did not include the ACI in the study. Thus, even though we included external criteria measures conceptually similar to affect integration as operationalized in the ACI or AII, we cannot test the extent to which selfreported and observer based ratings of affect integration overlap. Ideally, these two measurement procedures will produce highly correlated scores. This, however, we cannot demonstrate with our study. It is therefore important that future studies collect concurrent data with both the AII and the ACI.
On a similar note, the present study lacks data on the temporal stability of scores from the AII. Accordingly, it would be helpful if future studies collected data in which the AII is administered repeatedly to the same respondents, thereby making it possible to examine test-retest reliability.
Another limitation is that the study demonstrates the psychometric properties of the AII in only a sample of respondents with relatively low levels of psychological distress. It is not necessarily so that these results generalize to other populations. Since affect integration is essentially a clinically-oriented construct, it is very important that we also get data on how the AII works in clinical samples. Future studies should therefore examine the psychometric properties of the AII in various clinical populations. Such studies should also examine the usefulness of the AII as an outcome measure in psychotherapy research and its potential as an instrument in the planning of psychotherapeutic interventions and treatment.
The first-order (or single-item) factor structure of scores from the AII was not explored in the present study. Doing so will be important in future studies. Interestingly, Solbakken et al. (2011b) have shown that the first-order factor structure of scores from the ACI is organized systematically according to discrete affects. If the same is true for the AII, it would constitute further evidence for the differentiated nature of the affect system. To investigate this issue, future studies need to include relatively large samples, perhaps as many as 600 respondents if the common convention of a 5-to-1 respondent-to-variable ratio is to be respected.
Finally, all domains assessed in the present study were measured through self-report questionnaires. This approach will usually inflate associations between various variables due to what is called common method variance (i.e., the covariance between variables that exists purely because the same assessment methods or sources of information have been employed). Thus, associations may be somewhat overestimated. However, we do believe that the systematic patterns of theoretically expected convergent and discriminant validity coefficients obtained indicate that common method variance is not a severe threat to the validity of our results. Still, future 25/32 studies would ideally include assessments using different methods of data collection to reduce any such bias.
Conclusion
Overall, the present study indicates that scores from the AII are adequate in terms of reliability. Furthermore, their higher-order factor structure (in terms of the integration of discrete affects) appears to conform well to the theoretical model upon which the construct rests. Associations with external criteria indicate robust and theoretically predictable relationships, both on global and specific levels. Systematic and differentiated patterns of convergent and discriminant relationships with external criteria were demonstrated for global affect integration, capacities for experience, and expression of affect and for the integration of discrete affects. There is thus preliminary, but seemingly solid, support for the construct validity of the affect integration construct as it is operationalized in the AII.
Our results are generally consistent with earlier findings but also extend upon previous knowledge by demonstrating novel aspects of construct validity for the concept of affect integration. Results of this study bolster earlier conclusions from research on affect integration, indicating that research in the realm of the clinical and functional understanding of affect should include a more thorough differentiation of affect states than is ordinarily the case.
Perhaps the most exciting conclusion to be drawn from the present study is that reliable and valid assessment of affect integration appears to be possible through a reasonably time-efficient self-report format. Previously, the potential proliferation of the affect integration construct had been reduced due to the demands of training necessary for mastering the ACI and the amount of time required for conducting and rating interviews. The present article constitutes the first empirical validation of the AII, a measure that appears to make reliable and valid assessment of affect integration available to those who do not have time for extensive clinical interviewing and access to adequate interview training. Hopefully the present paper will thereby lay the grounds for many new studies and make the empirical examination of affect integration accessible to a large number of new, interested researchers across the world.
